GENERAL INFORMATION

Below is a diagram that explains how to read a Legend card.
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WHAT IS IN THE BOX
50 HERO CARDS

Hero cards are used to build your Team deck, and each
Hero has a type. Types include Fire, Water, Light, Dark
and Unknown. All Hero cards have a black back.
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5 LEGEND CARDS

Legend cards lead each team and have powerful
abilities that affect the flow of the game. All Legend
cards are oversized and double-sided.
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In addition to the terms named in the Hero card diagram, Legends have two
additional abilities:

15 SPHERE CARDS

Sphere cards change the Banesphere’s terrain each round.
Each Sphere card has a type and grants a benefit to Hero
cards of that type. All Sphere cards have a white back.

••

BANE ABILITY: A Legend’s Bane ability determines the effect of that
team’s bane tokens.

••

TEAM ABILITY: A Legend’s Team ability gives that team an advantage
when certain triggers occur.

SETUP

25 BANE TOKENS

Bane tokens, which correspond to each Legend’s Bane
ability, are placed on Hero cards during the game to
keep track of debuff effects. The color of each bane
token corresponds to a specific Legend card.

15 MYTH POINT TOKENS

Each player must choose to play as a Legend by taking that Legend card. Once you
have chosen a Legend, you must then build a Team deck using Heroes of the same
type as that Legend. Each player will then select Sphere cards that will be combined
to form a Sphere deck.

40 DAMAGE COUNTERS

THE TEAM DECK
There are 10 Hero cards of each type, but a Team deck can only include six cards.
Read each Hero card, then select six to make up your Team deck. Shuffle those six
cards and place them in front of you, then place the remaining four cards back
in the game box.

Myth Point tokens keep track of your Myth Points (MP),
which are spent to use certain actions and abilities.

Damage counters keep track of damage added
to your Heroes.

THE STORY
Welcome to the Banesphere. You will play as an Exiled Legend, one of the
powerful deities who rule over the desolate lands to which they have been
banished. Legends settle their disputes and fight for control under the
established rules of conflict in the Banesphere, an unpredictable colosseum of
ever-changing environments.

1 SIX-SIDED DICE (1d6)

HOW TO READ HERO AND LEGEND CARDS
Below is a diagram that explains how to read a Hero card.

Fighters gather at the gates of the Banesphere waiting to be selected for battle.
As a Legend, you start by choosing six fighters to serve as your Heroes and
entering the Banesphere to test your team’s prowess. Your team will have one
Champion and two Supports at a time fighting on your behalf. Each time your
Champion is defeated, you will promote one of your Supports and bring in a new
fighter to take the vacant Support position.
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HOW TO BUILD THE DECKS

MAX HP

THE SPHERE DECK
Each player selects three Sphere cards to add to the Sphere deck. Shuffle the
Sphere deck and place it in the middle of the table.

HOW TO SET UP YOUR PLAY AREA
Each player has a play area that includes a Team deck, a Graveyard, your Legend card,
and three positions for Heroes (one Champion position and two Support positions).
TEAM DECK

When you run out of fighters, you must enter the fray yourself. But be warned: if
you are defeated, your entire team must immediately retreat from combat and
return to the barren wasteland until the next battle.
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••

STRENGTH: A Hero’s Strength is the maximum amount of damage that Hero
can deal when attacking (unless otherwise stated by an ability).

••

MAX HP: A Hero’s Max HP is the minimum number of damage counters that
must be added to that Hero to destroy it.

••

CHAMPION ABILITY: A Hero’s Champion ability can only be used when that
Hero is in the Champion position.

••

SUPPORT ABILITY: A Hero’s Support ability can only be used when that Hero
is in a Support position.
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SUPPORT
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Start by placing your shuffled Team deck at the top left of your play area and your
Legend card on the far right of your play area. Your Legend should start the game
with its Team ability facing up. While your Legend is in this position, it cannot be
attacked or affected by abilities. Later in the game, you will flip over your Legend
card and use it as your final Hero (see: What To Do When a Hero is Destroyed).
Look at the top three cards of your Team deck and select one to place face down in
your Champion position. Place the other two face down in your Support positions.
Once every player has made their selections, flip your Heroes face up.

HOW TO DISTRIBUTE THE
REMAINING COMPONENTS

VALID TARGETS

INVALID TARGETS

OPPONENT 1

Once each player has set up their play area, place all the damage counters in the
middle of the table. Give each player two Myth Point tokens as well as all bane
tokens that correspond to the Legend they chose.

VALID TARGETS

ADDITIONAL NOTES
NOTES ON ABILITIES
There are four types of abilities: triggered, functional, continuous, and bane.
TRIGGERED ABILITIES always start with the word “When” and define a specific
trigger that allows the ability to be used. The effects of these abilities are optional.
If you fail to declare that you are using one of these abilities when its trigger occurs,
you lose the option to use it until that trigger occurs again.

GAMEPLAY

OPPONENT 2

Below are some examples of triggered abilities:
••
••
••

FUNCTIONAL ABILITIES always start with an action. The effects of these abilities are
optional and can be used only during your Action phase.

HOW TO PLAY THE GAME
To determine turn order, each player must roll the dice. The player with the highest
roll goes first, with turns proceeding clockwise from that player.

THE ROUND

To begin the first round, the first player flips over the top card of the Sphere deck and
takes their turn. The effect of that Sphere card is active until the round is over. Once
every player has taken their turn, a new round begins, and the first player flips a new
Sphere card face up.

CHOSEN TARGET =

Note: In the third example, Opponent 1’s Supports are invalid targets because
a mass attack cannot target any player’s Supports without also targeting that
player’s Champion.
You must follow a specific order of resolution during your Attack phase.
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If there are no cards left in the Sphere deck when the round begins, shuffle together all
of the face up Sphere cards and place them face down to create a new Sphere deck.

THE TURN
Each turn is split into four phases:
••
••
••
••
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Beginning of Turn phase
Action phase
Attack phase
End of Turn phase

Declare your type of attack (precise attack or mass attack) and choose the
target(s) of your attack. Calculate damage for each Hero targeted by the attack
and place the corresponding number of damage counters next to that Hero.
Note: These damage counters will not be added to the targeted Heroes until
step three.
Your attack may trigger the ability of another player’s Hero. Allow each
player with a targeted Hero to declare whether or not they will use a triggered
ability. If a player uses a triggered ability, that player must choose targets (if
applicable), and the effect of that ability resolves immediately. If that ability
reduces or negates damage from an attack that targeted a Hero, remove the
corresponding number of damage counters from next to that Hero.

BEGINNING OF TURN PHASE
During your Beginning of Turn phase, refresh your Myth Points (MP) back to two if you
spent any MP since the start of your last turn. If any abilities or effects caused by bane
tokens trigger at the start of your turn, they occur during this phase.
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Once all triggered abilities have been resolved, add all damage counters from next
to each Hero to those Heroes. Damage has now been dealt; however, even if a Hero
would be destroyed by the damage, do not place it in the Graveyard yet, as it may
still have an ability that can be triggered.

ACTION PHASE
During your Action phase, you may choose to do any of the following:
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Adding damage counters or destroying a Hero may trigger additional abilities.
Allow each player to declare whether or not they will use a triggered ability. If
a player uses a triggered ability, that player must choose targets (if applicable),
and the effect of that ability resolves immediately.

••
••
••
••
••

Spend 1MP to add a bane token to any Hero card;
Spend 1MP to remove a bane token from any Hero card;
Spend 1MP to remove a damage counter from one of your Supports;
Spend 1MP to switch your Champion with one of your Supports;
Spend 1MP to return a Support without damage counters or bane tokens to
the bottom of your Team deck and flip the top card of your Team deck face
up to replace it.

In addition to these actions, you may use any functional Champion or Support
abilities. These are abilities that start with an action and do not require a trigger
(see: Notes on Abilities).
None of these actions or abilities may be used more than once per turn. If you choose
to use more than one action or ability, you may perform them in any order. If you
proceed to your Attack phase without using an action or ability, you may not
perform it during a later turn phase.
ATTACK PHASE
During your Attack phase, you may choose to do one of the following types of attacks:
••

PRECISE ATTACK: Choose any other player’s Champion as your target. Add
damage counters equal to your Champion’s Strength to that card. You may
not precise attack a Support unless otherwise stated by an ability.

••

MASS ATTACK: Choose a number of targets equal to your Champion’s Strength.
Add a damage counter to each of those targets. If your Champion’s Strength
is greater than the number of available targets, add a damage counter to each
available target. You may choose any player’s Supports as targets of a mass
attack, but only if you first choose that player’s Champion as part of the
same mass attack.

On the next panel is a diagram that shows possible targets for a mass attack.

When your Champion is precise attacked, roll 1d6. On 5-6, negate the damage.
When your Champion is destroyed, add 1 damage counter to each of any
player’s Supports.
When your Champion attacks, add 1 bane token to its target.
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Now that all possible abilities have been resolved, place any Hero card with
damage counters equal to or greater than its Max HP in the Graveyard.

END OF TURN PHASE
Declare the end of your turn and allow play to progress to the next player in turn order.

WHAT TO DO WHEN A HERO IS DESTROYED
If your Champion is destroyed, you must immediately place one of your Supports in
the Champion position, then flip over the top card of your Team deck and place that
card in the empty Support position.
If one of your Supports is destroyed, you must immediately flip over the top card of
your Team deck and place that card in the empty Support position.
If your Champion AND both of your Supports are destroyed during a single
Attack phase, you must immediately flip over the top three cards of your Team
deck. Choose one of those cards to place in the Champion position and place the
other two cards in the Support positions.
If you have no cards left in your Team deck and one of your Heroes is destroyed,
you must use your Legend as your final Hero. Flip over your Legend card to reveal
the side that shows its Champion and Support abilities. The effect of your Legend’s
Team ability is now inactive. Your Legend is now considered to be a Hero and can
be chosen as the target of abilities that affect Heroes.

HOW TO WIN THE GAME
If your Legend is destroyed, you are out of the game. Note: Your Legend cannot be
attacked or destroyed until it is flipped over and becomes your final Hero.
The last player remaining in the game is the winner!

Below are some examples of functional abilities:
••
••
••

Spend 1MP to rearrange the top 3 cards of the Sphere deck.
Roll 1d6. On 4-6, your Champion gains 1 Strength.
Switch any player’s Champion with one of that player’s Supports.

CONTINUOUS ABILITIES always start with the name of the Hero. The effects of these
abilities are not optional.
Below are some examples of continuous abilities:
••
••
••

Chained Hellion can precise attack Supports.
Inkblood Banshee cannot precise attack.
Shapeshifter’s Strength is equal to the Strength of any player’s Champion.

BANE ABILITIES are defined on each Legend card, and these abilities are used by
adding a bane token to a Hero. If one of your Heroes has a bane token on it, the effect of
that bane token’s ability is active until the token is removed or that Hero is destroyed.
When reading each card’s abilities, there are a few important things to note:
••
••
••
••

Any player refers to any single player, including you.
Any other player refers to any single player, excluding you.
Every player refers to every player, including you.
Every other player refers to every player, excluding you.

Some abilities allow your Champion to do such things as “gain” Strength or “reverse”
their Strength and Max HP stats. When used, these abilities last only until the end
of your turn.
Legend cards each have two Champion abilities and two Support abilities. You may
only use one of those abilities per turn.

NOTES ON BANE TOKENS
There is no cap on the number of bane tokens that can be added to a single card;
however, if there is more than one bane token of the same kind on a single card,
their effects do not stack.
Example: There are two Fire-type bane tokens on the same card, and the ability for a
Fire-type bane token reads, “Each time any player’s Hero with a Fire-type bane token
on it takes damage, add 1 damage counter to it.” Because the two bane tokens do
not stack, that card would receive only one additional damage counter upon taking
damage, not two.

OPTIONAL DRAFTING RULES
Looking for a challenge? Try playing with these optional rules for building your
deck that allow you to play with Heroes of multiple types at once!
After each player has chosen their Legend card, shuffle together all of the Hero
cards in the game box and deal six cards to each player. Place the remaining Hero
cards back in the game box.
Look at the cards in your hand and choose one. Place it face-down in front of
you, then pass the remaining five cards in your hand to the player on your left.
Continue this process of choosing one and passing it to the left until you have
six cards face down in front of you. At this point, your Team deck is complete.
Next, place all Sphere cards face up in the middle of the table. Each player must
roll the dice, and the player with the highest roll chooses the first Sphere card.
Continue clockwise until each player has chosen three Sphere cards. Shuffle
all the chosen Sphere cards together to form the Sphere deck, then proceed
with the game.

